
A complete line of UAS
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Enable
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Making



Map
The map display gives the operator 
a visual overview of all vehicles and 
missions. The map supports point 
and click for mission planning and 
commanding vehicle and sensors. 
Maps and elevation data can be 
imported from all conventional fi le 
types, such as GeoTiff  and DTED. 
Maps and elevation data can also 
be downloaded live from WMS and 
WMTS.

Search zones 
When it comes to planning search 
areas, let SkyView do the math. 
By entering requirements, camera 
parameters and fl ight restraints, 
SkyView will automatically gener-
ate an optimized mission to fulfi ll 
the requirements

No-Fly Zones
Import and export Fly Zones or No Fly Zones to 
the map, to make sure the operators don’t plan 
missions inside restricted areas. Positions of all ac-
tive vehicles are monitored in real time, warning 
the operator if a vehicle enters a restricted area. 



SkyView - GCS
NATO STANAG 4586 compliant 

The choice of many operators all over the world



EO/IR - High performance
sensors with tracking



SkyRobot™ FX10
Portable UAS

Endurance 2hrs

Communication range 20km

Wind resistance 22kts

Payload capacity 1kg

Weight 6.5kg

Wingspan 2m

Hand-launched Aerial Surveillance

Payload specifications

Electro-Optical Sensor

720p HD-Resolution
40x Zoom Ratio - 
60° to 3° and 1,5° (narrow digital)

Thermal Sensor

Resolution: 640 x 480 pixels

Range performance

EO detection-range, vehicle size target 8500m
IR detection-range, vehicle sized target 1500m
EO detection-range, man sixed target 3500m
IR detection-range, man sized target 550m

Object-tracking

Points the camera to track an object (moving and 
fi xed) within the camera’s range, ensuring the point 
of interest never leaves the view

Geo-location

Displays the geo-location of the object on the screen



Endurance 4hrs

Communication range 60km

Wind resistance 30kts

Payload capacity 3kg

Weight 13kg

Wingspan 3m



SkyRobot™ FX20
Electric UAV

Catapult-launched, medium-range fi xed-wing drone



AN EYE IN THE SKY FOR EMERGENCIES
Robot Aviation is adapting SKYROBOT ™ FX450  
to aid emergency response eff orts. 
The UAS contains telecommunications equip-
ment along with cameras, radar and other 
sensors useful to support search and rescue ef-
forts in harsh conditions far from regular rescue 
services. From the air SKYROBOT ™ FX450 can 
both locate and monitor people in distress while 
extending mobile phone, Ideal for extending 
mobile connectivity in a disaster area or war-
zone it can provide connectivity to soldiers and 

fi rst response teams depending on wireless 
communications to carry out their work.



Endurance: +20 hrs

Speed range 40 to 100kts

Communication 
range

200 km LOS /2500km 
SAT-Com

Payload capacity up to 30kg

Weight 200kg

Wingspan 7,2m

SkyRobot™ FX450
Long endurance UAS
Broad Area Surveillance / Emergency support

Broadband
Data-Link

Core-net





FX-Y is built on extensive fi eld experience and our 
NATO STANAG expertise on command and con-
trol of multiple sensors in controlled environment. 
The system provides stabilized live video and 
metadata with geo-reference and auto-tracking.

SkyRobot™ FX-Y
Electric VTOL UAS

Coaxial six-rotor multicopter

Technical specifi cation
Endurance: 40min

Speed range 40 to 100kts

Communication range 10km

Payload capacity 1.5kg

Weight 10kg

Controls Preplanned 
Autonomous 
& stabilized manual



Beginning in 2008 Robot Aviation has 

Robot Aviation, 

www.robotaviation.com
sales@robotaviation.com
+47 902 61 259

A complete line of 
unmanned systems


